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ABSTRACT
Our main object in this paper is to obtain some results on fixed poinL for c/)-contractive mappings in D-mctric space with rational inequality.
1. Introduction. In 1992, Dhagc !i3 I introduced tho notion of a D-metric
space which is as follows:
Definition 1.1: A nonempty set X together with a D-metric D is called a Dmetric space where D-metric is a function
D: XxXxX-tR satisfying the following properties:
1)
D (x,y,z) 2: 0 for ~11 x, y, z E X and equality holds if and only if x=y=z
(non-negativity)
2)
D(x,y,z) = D (x,z,y) =...
(symmetry)
3)
D(x,y,z)::::; D(x,y,a)+D(x,a,z)+D(a,y,z) for all x, y, z, a E X.
(Tetrahedral inequality)
Below in tho following we f,rivo some definitions due to Dhage [31 which will be
useful in the sequel for proving certain fixed point theorems in D-metric spaces.
Definition 1.2: A sequence {x,,} of points of a D-metric space X is called Dconvergent and converges to a point x in X, if for £>0, there exists an n 0 E N such
that for all
m,n ~ n 0 , D (x,,I' xn, x)<£.
Definition 1.3: A sequence {x,) of points of a D-metric space Xis called DCauchy if for £>0, there exists an n 0 E N such that for all m>n, p ~ n 0. D(xw xn,
xp)<£. A complete D-metric space Xis one in which.every D-Cauchy sequence {xn}
in X converges to a point x in X. A mapping T:X-t Xis said to be continuous if and
only if Txn -t Tx whenever xn ~x.
Definition 1.4: AD-metric space (X, D) is said to be bounded if there exists a
number M>O such that D(x,y,z) :::.; M for all x, y, z E X and the constant Mis Dbound of X.
AD-metric space (X,D) is said to be unbounded if it is not bounded in that case
D(x, y, z) takes values as large JlS we please.
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Definition 1.5 : Let T:X->X, then an orbit of Tat a point x <.:: Xis a set 0 (x) in X
given by
0(x)={x, Tx, T 2 x, ... }.
An orbit e (x}, x E X of Tin a D-metric space Xis said to be bounded if there exists
a constant k such that JJ(u, v, w) sh for all u, v, w E 0 (x).
Definition 1.6 : Xis called '/'..orbitally bounded if the orbit O(x) for each x c Xis
bounded and Xis called '/~orbitally complete if every JJ-Cauchy sequence {x11 } in
O(x), x E X converges to a point in X.
Every bounded JJ-metric space iH '/~orbitally but converse may not be true.
It is shown in Dhage 13] that the IJ-metric /)is a continuous function in the topology
of JJ-metric convergence which is Hausdorff in nature.
2. Priliminaries. In 1992, Dhage I:31 proved the following:
Theorem 2.1: Let T be a self map of complete and bounded 0-metric space (X,D)
satisfying

]) (Tx, Ty, Tz) q s /) (x, y, z)
for all x, y, z, E X and 0 sq < 1. Then T has a unique fixed point.
From the Thesis of Ajij M. Pthan
Theorem 2.2: Let T be a self map of 'f!·orbitally bounded and T'-orbitally complete
D-metric spc:ice X satisfying
~
D ('l'x, 'l~y, Tz) sq max {D(x, y, z,), D (x, Tx, Ty), D (y, Ty, Tz), D(z, Tz, Tx)}
for all x, y, z E X and 0 s q < 1. Then T has a unique fixed point p E X and T is
continuous at p.
Corollary 2.3: Let T be a self map of T-orbitally bounded and T-orbitally complete
D-metric space X satisfying
D(1'x, ry, Tz)s a D(x,y,z)+~ D(x, Tx, Ty)+ y JJ(y, 1~y, Tz), + o D(z, Tz, Tx)
for all x, y, z E X where a,~~' y, o are non negative real numbers such that o:+B-t-y+(kl.
Then T has a unique fixed point.
In a recent paper Dhage, B.K Rhoades and A.ii.i M. Pa than [6 I proved
Theorem 2.4: Let T be a self map of a J!.orbitally bounded and T-orbitally complete
D-metric space satisfying

D(Tx, Ty, Tz)s a {[1 +D(x, Tx, z)] D(y, Ty, z)+~ D(x, y, z) }
[l+D(x, Tx, z)]
for all x, y E X and z E Or(x) u Or(y) where a~ 0, ~ ~ 0, satisfy a+~ <1.
Then T has ~ unique fixed point u E X and T is continuous at u.
3. Fixed Points Theorems for <!>-Contraction Mappings.
Theorem 3.1: Let S, T be a self map of a S, T-orbitally bounded and S, T-orbitally
complete D-metric space X satisfying the following:
D(Sx, Ty, Tz) s cp max {(D(x,y,z),D(x,Sx,z),D (y,Ty,Tz),

(1 + D(x,Sx,z)]D(y, Ty,Tz) [1 + D(y, Ty, Tz)]D(x,Sx,z)

[1 + D(x, y, z)]

[1 + D(x,y,z)]

}

(3.1)
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for all x, y, z EX, where cp :[O,co) 5 --7 [O,oo) satisfying
<IJ is upper semi-continuous and decreasing in each co-ordinatEi variable.
<ll (/, t, t, t, t,)<t for all t >0,
Then S, T have a unique fixed point in X.
Proof: Let x E X be arbitrary, then we can find x~s in X such that
xn=Sxn-l and Xn+l """'l'Xn for n=0,1,2, ...
if x,.=xn+l for some r E N, then clearly x,. is a fixed point of T. So let x,.-:/-: x,.+f for
any r E N Condition (:3.l) implies that
D (x 11 , Xn.+ 1, Xp+ 1)

--

D(S~x,k

1' ·
1, x 11 ,

1'·
,x

11

>

$ <P max {D(xn--f'x 11 , x1), /) (x 11 1,Sxn.-l'xP), D(xn,

[1+· D(x

11 _ 1

'l\ 'l\
1,

1 ),

,Sxn 1 ,x 1,)]D(x,,,'l'x11 ,1\,)

- ----~--[ 1+D(.x,,_1, x,,, x" )]

..

[1 + D( x 11 , Tx,I' 1'x P) ]D( x,, .. 1,Sxn-I' x P)

-------·-rz~-n(;~l~-l:;;i,·;:yr--·------·
$

cp maxt(xn_ 1,xn, xp), D (xn_ 1,xn'xp), D(xn, xn+l' Xp+l),

]n( xn, x,,+ 1, Txp+l)
-·--- ··rl-f~-D( x 1 , x,, ,-xP)] .

[1 + D( x,,_ 1, x,p x P)

_.

11

[I+ D( x,, ,f,,, ,x
1

1,, 1

~:i(x,, ''.x"'.X,') }

[11 D(xn . . ,xn,xp)]
1

Let D11 ,p=1J(xw xn+l• xp). We want to show that Dn, p+l
F'or this, assume that Dn, p+l > Dn-J, P. Then we get

$ Dn-l, P

Dn, p+l ::; <P max{Dn-1, p ,Dn-1, p' Dn, p+l'

::; <P

max{Dn-1, p ,Dn-1, p' Dn, p+l' Dn,p+l, Dn, p+l}

::; <P

max{Dn, p+l ,Dn, p+l' Dn, p+l' Dn,p+l, Dn, p+l} ·

< Dn,p+l
a contradiction. Hence Dn,p+l S Dn-l,p . Thus the sequence {Dn 'P } is a nonincreasing in R+ bound~d below by 0. Therefo;re Dn, P--'> 0.
Now we shall show that sequence {xn} is D-Cauchy. If not then there exists an£>
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0 and sequence of positive integers {m(k)},{n(k)} and {p(h)} such that
ks n(k) Sp(k) s; m(k) and
. ch= D(xrn(h),xn(h), xp(h));:::: £.

where h = 1, 2, 8, .... .
Let m(k) be the least integer exceeding n(k) andp(k) for which above inequal.ity is
true, then by well ordering principle, we get
f)(xm(/i)-1,xn(k), xp(h)) ?: F.

Now
ES Ch

=D(xm(/i),xn(h), xp(h))
s:{D(xm(k)--l'xn(h)'xp(li)) 1 D(x111(!1)'x11(/!)

l,x,,(1.·)) I n(x111(!1)'x11(1.,)'x111(!1) 1)}

< E+Dm(k)-1,p(h)+Drn(k)-l, n(h)·
'l'aking limit as k->oo we get ck ->£.
Further chcan have the following eight different cases:
(1) m and n are even andp is odd
(2) m and p are even and n is odd
(3) n and p are even and m is odd
(4) mis even and n andp are odd
(5) n is even and m and pare odd
(6) p is even and m and narc odd
(7) m,n andp are all even
(8) m, n and pare all odd
Case 1. When m and n are even and p is odd. Lot

ch

= D(x2m' x2n' X2p-l)

S {D(x2w X2m+l' X2p-1)+D(x2m+l' x2n' X2p-1)+D (x2w X2w X2m+l)}
S {D2m,2p-1 +D2m,2n+D(x2m+l' x2n' X2n+1)+D(x2n+1' X2w x2p-1)
+D(x2m+l' X2n+l' X2p-1)}
: S {D2m,2p-1+D2m,2n+D2n,2m+1+D2n, 2p-1+D(Sx2w Tx2w Tx2p-2)}

using condition (3.1) we get
D(Sx2 w Tx 2 n, Tx 2P_2 )
S <P max{D(x2 m, x 2 n, x 2P_2 ), D(x2 m, Sx 2 w x 2P_2 ), D (x 2 n, Tx 2 n, Tx 2P_2 ),

' [1 + D( x 2m, Sx 2m, x 2P_ 2 )]D( xn, Tx 2n, xT2P_ 2 )

[1 + D( X2m' X2n' X2p-2)]
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[I+ 1!( Xg

11 ,

'fx2n, 'Ix~P~.2 )]:°(x2m, Sx2m, x 2P 2 ) }

[f+ D(x2m,X2n•X2p2)]

[ l + /)( X;!111 'X21111 / .; X2fl·

--------- -[ff

:=:;; <)>

2) ]D( X2n' X2n+l' X2p- 1)

----

1

f)(x2m'~:; ,~~:~2)]

rnax{D(x2m' X2n' X2p-1)+D(x2p-l' x2n' x2p-2)+D (x2rrl' x2p-l' x2p-2)),
D(x2m• X2m+l' x2p-2), D(x2w X2n+l• x2p-z),

[ J + D( X2n' X2n+l' X2p--J) ]D2m,2p· 2

[1f

}

D( X:!in' X2n•~:pl) + D( X2 1,,,~:;1 ,~:,~~:) + D( X2m, X2p-:I,;~:~~)J

Using the above inequality (3.2) reduces to
Ck= {D 2m,2p-1+D2m,2n + D 2n,2m + 1+D2n,2p-1 +

<I>

max (Ck+ D 2p-2,2n + D 2p-2,2m,)

D2m,2p-2' D2n,2p-l•

[1 + D2m,2p-2]D2n,2p-J

[

1+ [)2n,2p-J]D2m,2p-2

[1 +Ck + D2p-2,2n ·+ D2p-2,2m) [1 +ck + D2p-2,2n + D2p-2,2m)

Since<)> is upper semi-continuous so taking limit as m,n,p

}.

~°",

we obtain
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Ch::::; 0

Hence

E

+ <p max (E,0,0,0,0)::::; E

= 0.

.

Similarly in other cases we get

E

=0 . Hence {x11 } is a n-Cauchy

sequence in complete D-mctric space X, there exists a point u in X such that lirn 11
xn. ::.-::

>"·

ll.

Now we want to ::ihow that u is the fixed point of T For this, we have
D(xn.+-l' Tu, Tu)=IJ(Sx 11 , Tu, Tu)

::::; tjl max{D(x 11 , u, u),/)(xn, Sxn! u), D(u, Tu, Tu),

D( u, Tu, Tu)[ 11 D( x,,, S'x,,, u)] D( x,,, Sx,,, u)[ 1+ D(u, 'l'u, 'l'u )]

[z+ D(x

11

,u,u)]

}

[z+ D(x,,,u,u)]

::::; <)l max{D(x11 , u, u ),/)(xii' x 11 + 1, u), /)(u, '/'u, 'l'u),

'l'aking limit when n--'>

00 ,

we get

D(u, Tu, Tu) ::::; <)l max{O,O D(u, Tu, 1'u), D(u, Tu, Tu), D(u, Tu, Tu)}

a contradiction. Hence u =Tu.
/) (u, Su, u)=D(Su, Tu, Tu)
::::; <)l max{D(u,u,u), D(u, Su, u), D(u, Tu, Tu),

D( u, Su, Tu)[ 1 + D(u, Tu, u )] D(u, Tu, Tu)[ I+ O(u, Su, Tu)] }
[1 + 6(u,u,u)]
..
[ 11 fJ(u,u,u)]
, ::::; D(u,Su,u)

a contradiction . Hnce u=Su.
To prove uniqueness let u i:- u be another fixed point of T Then by condition (3.1),
we get
D(u, u, u)= D (Su, Tu, Tu)
::::; <)l max{D(u,u,u), D(u, u, u), D(u, u, u),D(u, u, u),D(u, u, u),

D(u, u, v)}

< D(u, u, u),
gives a contradiction. Hence v =u. Thus u is the unique fixed point of T
Corollary 3.1. Let T be a self map of a T-orbitally bounded and T-orbitally complete
D-metric space X satisfying the following:
D(Tx, Ty, Tz)::::; <)l max {D(x,y,z)D(x, Tx, z), D(y, Ty, Tz),
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for all x, y, z

E

X, wlwre <p:IO,oo)5-)l0,oo) satisfying

is upper semi-continuous and decreasing in each co-ordinate variable.
<jl U,t,t,t,t) < t for all L > 0 .
Then 'I' has a unique fixed point in X.
<ll

Proof: The proof is similar to the theorem 3.1 on taking S= T
Corollary 3.2: Let S, 'l' be a self map of a, S, '£.!-orbitally bounded and S,
complete D-metric space X satisfying the following:
D(Sx, Ty, Tz)s

<I>

'J~orbi~ally

max {D(x, y, z), D(x, Sx, z), D(y, 'l'.y, Tz),

(3.2.l)
X, where ¢:[0,oo) 4 -)[0,oo) satisfying
<I> is upper semi-continuous and decreasing in each co-ordinate variable.
<I> (t,t,,t,t)<t for all t >0.
Then S, T have a unique fixed point in X.
Proof. The proof' is similar to the theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.a: Let 'l' be a self map of a '£.!-orbitally bounded and T-orbitally complete
D-metric space X satisfying the following:
D('l'x, 'f'.y, 'l'z)S, <p rnax {JJ(x, y, z), D(x, Tx, z), JJ(y, Ty, Tz),
for all x, y, z

E

(3.3.1)
for all x, y, z

E

X, where ¢:[0,oo) 4 -)[0,oo) satisfying

is upper semi-continuous and decreasing in each co-ordinate variable.
<I> (t,t,,t,t) <t for all t >0
Then T has a unique fixed point in X.
Proof: The proof to the Corollary 3.2 on taking S=T
<I>

Corollary 3.4: Let S, T be a self map of a S, T-orbitally bounded and S, Torbitally complete D-metric space X satisfying the following:
(3.4.1)
D(Sx, Ty, Tz) s <I> max {D(x, y, z), D(x, Sx, z), D(y, Ty, Tz)}
3
for all x, y, z E X, where ¢:[0,oo) -)[0,oo) satisfying
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cp is upper semi-continuous and decreasing in each co-ordinate variable.

for all t >0.
Then S, 1' have a unique fixed point in X.
'
Proof. The proof is similar to the theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.5: Let T be a self map of a T-orbitally bounded and ?~orbitally
complete D-metric space X satisfying the following:
D(Tx, Ty, Tz) ~<I> max {D(x, y, z), D(x, Tx, z), D(y, Ty, Tz)}
(3.5.l)
for all x, y, z E X, where <l>:lO,oo):i-->IO,'x:>) satisfying
$is upper semi-continuous and decreasing in each co-rdinate variable.
<I> (t,t,,t) <t for all t >0.
Then T has a unique fixed point in X.
Proof. The proof is similar to the theorem (:3. l) if we take S = '!'.
<I> (t,t,,t,)<t
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